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„Christian is a global ambassador for LOVE, he takes
his heart and pours it into everything he does.“
-Shaney Jo Darden / Founder Global CEO / The Keep A
Breast Foundation / Los Angeles

As the year comes to an end, Strychnin Gallery saved the
month of Decemeber for a special exhibition, Metropolitan.
Metropolitan is an important rendition of today’s
developement. With the passing of each moon, we become
more united with the world surrounding us. Thanks to technology, we are able to stay in contact and keep up to date with
people and events 16099.88 km away from us.
Now, berlin artist, Christian Rothenhagen, will bring us “back to the roots” and delight us with a new medium of
staying up to date: the drawing. We have long forgotten this mean, by which our forefathers wrote, archived and revisited
hisotry. Strychnin will exhibit Mr. Rothenhagen’s depiction of the streets of
Berlin, but we will also offer viewers to look through the eyes of this artist and
visit the cities of San Francisco and Toronto. The space will become an album,
displaying images “frozen in time”. It will be like looking through a traveller’s
personal snapshots; something so intimate, which is emphasized by the unusual
angles Christian Rothenhagen chooses to admire and bring to life. His special
eye enables him to pick corners of otherwise unstriking places and through his
delicate line technique transform them into aesthetic wonder-spots. With this
collection, Christian is opening up his personal journal and letting us get lost in
his world.
Moreover, Christian enbled an array of other artists to display their
works, aswell. Strychnin Gallery will present a groupshow, curated by Mr.
Rothenhagen himself. The concept is to collect and exhibit interpretations of urban landscapes by different artists and
cherish the diversity of our society. There will be over thirty international artists participating.
Christian will also be releasing his new book; a limited edition on 150 copies , signed and numbered, box-set that comes
with a CD and sticker. The venissage will be on the 7th of December at 7 p.m. and the show runs until the 2nd of February.
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